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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

�  Cyber Security 
�  As opposed to physical security like gates, fences, locks, guards, etc.  

�  Network & host security 

�  Critical infrastructure 
�  Power grid 

�  Water supply 

�  Oil & Gas pipelines 

�  Chemical factories (some) 

�  Refineries 

�  IT networks (aka Enterprise networks: Windows, Linux, etc.) 

�  ICS networks (aka SCADA systems: PLCs, RTUs, etc.) 



CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURES 



WHAT MAKES CS FOR CI NOTEWORTHY? 

�  In IT networks, C-I-A is the norm in terms of priority 
1.  Confidentiality 

2.  Integrity 

3.  Availability 

�  In ICS networks, it’s reversed to A-I-C 
1.  Availability 

2.  Integrity 

3.  Confidentiality 

�  Loosely translated: “nobody cares about cyber security” J 



IT GETS WORSE… 

�  “What’s a patch?” 
�  Dedicated hardware (PLCs, RTUs, etc.) & OS are pretty esoteric compared to W/LinTel 

�  Until recently patches weren’t even available…  
�  …even if they are available, typically not applied (~30% coverage) 

�  If Desktop OS required (HMI) often locked to a specific OS & patch level (WinXP SP1!) 

�  “What’s a firewall/IDS/AV?” 
�  Typical argument against using standard IT tools is that ICS networks are “airgapped” 

�  Most standard IT security solutions have no idea about ICS vulnerabilities 

�  “What’s protocol security?” 
�  Most ICS field protocols (Modbus, DNP3, IEC 61850, IEC 104, etc.) were originally serial 

protocols wrangled over TCP/IP 

�  No notion of authentication, authorization, but is being retrofitted… 



A MENAGERIE OF DEVICES: 
PLC, RTU, IED, … 

SIEMENS 

YOKUGAWA 

ABB 



OUR ICS SYSTEM IS AIRGAPPED! 



AIRGAPS AND UNICORNS 

�  “What’s perimeter security?” 
�  Airgaps possible in the past, not realistic anymore 
�  How do you get the data out of the ICS system into your ERP? 
�  Transfer of updates?  
�  Many attack vectors: 

�  USB sticks (Stuxnet) 
�  Ultrasonic/acoustic (BadBIOS?) 
�  Modems (default password,  if there is one at all) 
�  Ethernet connected to IT network (abandoned or forgotten) 

�  Proprietary wireless links vulnerable due to bad crypto (RFComms @ S4x13) 
�  Wifi (WEP networks still abound) 



ASIDE: WIFI SECURITY 

�  WPA2 PSK 
�  Capture the 4 way handshake with aircrack-ng 

�  Feed it into (GPU enabled) HashCat and a good wordlist 

�  WPA2 Enterprise 
�  Create a fake AP with hostapd 

�  Capture credentials with FreeRADIUS-WPE 

�  Feed into John the Ripper (many cores) and a good wordlist 

�  Mobile devices in particularly do the certificate handling insecurely (Defcon 21) 

�  BYOD policies can really help you in this area 

�  Lather, rinse, repeat… 



FEATURES NOT EXPLOITS 

�  Many attacks use exploits, like 0days, to break into a system 
�  Also, stolen credentials 

�  These can be patched with a code fix within a reasonable timeframe 

�  Going after features, typically exploiting trust, is much more potent 

�  Much harder to defend against, require architectural or cultural changes 

�  Examples are essential services that require privileged access 
�  Bug reporting system 

�  Log files 

�  Customer billing system 

�  Compliance systems 

�  Enterprise Resource Planning systems 



SO YOU WANT TO PWN A NUCLEAR 
POWER STATION? 

1.  Reconnaissance 
2.  Scanning 
3.  Gaining Access 
4.  Maintaining Access 
5.  Covering your tracks 
 
Compromising the supply chain/partner sites are also good choices! 
 
Most real-world attacks are cyber espionage-related, not sabotage like 
Stuxnet… 



STUXNET (V0.5 & V1) 
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RECONNAISSANCE 

�  Google 
�  Huge amounts of OSINT information widely available 

�  Brochures, presentations, white papers, manuals, … 

�  Social networks (linkedin, facebook) 
�  Who works where & does what 

�  Maltego 
�  Transforms to discover & correlate emails, phone numbers, network infrastructure 

�  Foca 
�  Search for networks/hosts, documents, analyze metadata  

�  Shodan HQ 
�  Searches for Internet-connected machines, captures banners 

�  ICS equipment like Modbus/RTUs & bridges routinely found 



RECONNAISSANCE 



SCANNING 

�  Nmap! J 
�  Look for ICS protocols connected to the Internet 

�  Port 502 for Modbus, Port 20000 for DNP3, etc. 

�  Look for exposed Windows services (CIFS/SMB, etc.) 

�  Look for vulnerable network services 
�  Telnet, SNMP, (T)FTP,… 

�  OpenVAS, Nessus, etc. 
�  Vulnerability scanners with some ICS vulns 

�  Look for HMIs or PLCs with default passwords 



OPENVAS / GSD 



GAINING ACCESS 

�  Direct approach 
�  Fire up Metasploit and go after the discovered vulns directly over the Internet 

�  Exploits available for both ICS & IT systems 

�  Indirect approach 
�  (Spear) Phishing campaign based on intel gathered from social network analysis 

�  Fake email from colleague or collaborator or boss 

�  Malicious link, watering hole attack, PDF or Office exploit, etc. targeting systems 
administrators or engineers 

�  Once in the IT network, you’ll be able to find a way into the ICS network somehow… 

�  Semi-direct 
�  Get in range of a target wireless network and go in that way 



GAINING ACCESS 



MAINTAINING ACCESS 

�  Remote Access Trojan (RAT) or Botnet 
�  Many available, some open source(!) 

�  Poison Ivy, Zeus, Androrat 

�  Lots of functionality like mic & webcam access, document retrieval  

�  How do you extract GBs of data without anyone noticing? 

�  How do you process GBs of mostly worthless data? 

�  Install your own backdoor 
�  SSH on a high port on some abandoned Linux box 

�  Man in the browser (BEEF project) 

�  DNS tunnelling? J 



MAINTAINING ACCESS 



COVERING YOUR TRACKS 

�  Log doctoring 
�  Both desktop & server OS types 

�  Doctor the logs of the ICS hardware? 
�  For advanced agents only! 

�  Nuclear option 
�  Wipe the MBR (Shamoon attack on Aramco) 

�  Wipe the MBR & disk volumes (South Korea attacks) 



COVERING YOUR TRACKS 

Shamoon 

South Korean Wiper 



ARE ATTACKS AGAINST CI FOR REAL? 

The SCADA that cried Wolf 



IS THERE ANY HOPE? J 

�  After Stuxnet, the interest in CS for CI increased dramatically (from 0!) 

�  Companies offer DPI firewalls, “bump in the wire” & data diodes for ICS 
�  Industrial Defender, Tofino 

�  ICS honeypots 
�  Digital Bond, conpot 

�  Currently deployed as part of Peer Energy Cloud project 

�  ICS signatures for Snort IDS available 

�  Pen-testing firms offer ICS-specific services 

�  Standards like NERC CIP mandate CS, ICS-CERT supports these standards 

�  Lots (but not all!) of ICS systems are at least in private networks 



CONCLUSIONS 

�  CS for CI was typically neglected due to radically different priorities for ICS 
�  “Do you have a spare hot swap nuclear power station to test that patch on?” 

�  Stuxnet was a big wake up call but it was more a “movie plot threat” for 
99.9% of ICS operators, current attacks focus more on industrial espionage 

�  No patches, no patches applied, no technical compensating controls, insecure 
protocols (if you can connect, you can pwn), no security engineering mindset 

�  Breaking in to an ICS network is relatively straightforward due to the 
plethora of options available to the attacker 
�  Currently very few attacks due to obscure nature of ICS, but don’t expect this to last… 

�  Situation is improving but sloooooooowly… 


